Quick Guide from PoC

- **Popularity:** 2010: Extremely popular ranked **5th** in PoC popularity poll of 66 breeds.
- **Place of origin:** USA
- **Date of origin:** 1960s
- **Ancestry:** Persian "type" cat cross with Birman "type" cat.
- **Weight:** 4.5 - 9 kg or 10 - 20 lbs
- **Temperament:** The number one laid back cat.
- **Body type:** Substantial
- **Registration:** All major registries
- **Colours & Types:** A pointed cat. Seal, chocolate, blue, lilac, red, cream, blue-cream, lilac-cream point (all these in solid and lynx point), seal-tortie lynx and chocolate-tortie lynx points.
- **Other names:** Raggies (plural)
- **Outcross breeds:** None
- **Full details:** [http://www.pictures-of-cats.org/ragdoll-cats.html](http://www.pictures-of-cats.org/ragdoll-cats.html)
- **Note:** Cats have their own personalities; some are less relaxed and genial.